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STATE OF PLAY
Intelligence-sharing
and coordination
remain issues in threat
reduction.
In the developed world,
lone actors perpetrate
most fatal attacks.
The information
landscape within and
between countries
continues to polarise.
Worldviews and
politics are increasingly
exclusionary.
Coronavirus policies have
posed challenges for CT
budgets and securing
physical space (No. 2).
In the long-term, these
policies may contribute
to various categories of
ideological extremism,
as well as raise the risks
of violent political action
and support for it.
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THEMES FOR THE WEEK
Integrated topics chosen by the editors for biweekly reading,
analysis, and discussion
France
Austria,
Attacks
Ideological Polarisation
Misinformation
Disinformation

Lone Actors
& Intelligence Failures
Collective Punishment

An
Infodemic

Lockdown
Risks

Radicalisation
Deradicalisation Disruption
Group & Lone Actor Activity

RECENT ATTACKS: AUSTRIA (1) & FRANCE (3)
The 2nd November incident in Vienna involved a formerly imprisoned and
radicalised individual, and a firearm purchased in Slovakia. 4 were killed and
23 injured. The magnitude, minutiae, and frankly art of intelligence-sharing
and credibility (ICCT, 2020) for lone actor detection, surveillance, and incident
prevention is an implementation and resource concern for the developed world.
The ability to share intelligence across borders for a coordinated approach to the
transnational threat is too: The UK is likely to continue their ‘Special Relationship’
with the USA. Russia has drafted the recently signed (17/11) Counter-terror
strategy for the BRICs.
On 29th October in France, 3 were killed by bladed weapon. As a method of
prevention, the French government has recommended measures that would
drastically reduce the intelligence burden and complexity. Similar measures in
Austria include criminalising ‘political Islam’, or some say sanctioning collective
punishment for the sake of national values and security. One interview states:
“The government are taking these seeds of division planted by terrorists
to erase any grey areas and create a completely polarised society … it’s
a declaration against not only fundamentalists but against Muslims in
general.” – in Rosman for al-Jazeera, 2020

INFODEMIC – BINARY WORLD-MAKING
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United Kingdom – Some as
young as 14, were arrested on
terrorism charges in the past 18
months
White, 2020
Increasing influence of antigovernment, identity-based,
or fringe political conspiracies,
including QAnon, on motivating
criminal or violent activity
Amarasingam & Argentino,
2020
“When our tribal leaders send
us cues, the tribe tends to move
in that direction,” Cook says.
“Leadership matters.”
Gibbens, 2020
The combination of polarized
politics and siloed media
ecosystems has created dueling
information bubbles
Singer, 2020
Allow extremist material on
social media or censor it at
the risk of violating (rights)
and driving extremists further
underground.

A recent UN report (7/2020) cited an infodemic as coronavirus fallout, contributing
to right-wing extremism and action potential. Eliminating the ‘grey area’ of
communication cited in Theme 1 was in fact a strategic objective of Daesh. Crafting
oppositional, binary worlds presents problems for peaceful dispute resolution
as conflict arises on the basis of systemic knowledge (e.g. your news/science is
‘misinformation’) and morality. Choosing violence over communication to defeat a
misunderstood but evil/tyrannical other is likelier.
The issue for online radicalisation is that presently: ‘Cyberia’ has no sovereign.
Allegiances form along barbarian-like tribal patterns, intensified by familiarity,
existing preference-biased services, and algorithms. People are largely able to create
their own ‘information bubbles’ (Singer, 2020) or in radicalisation terminology, echo
chambers. The European Union and tech companies themselves continue to push
for monolithic censorship of content deemed ‘barbaric’, undesirable, or terroristic.
It is conceivable that this will affect and aggrieve numerous legitimate political
organisations. Obtaining international consensus on what constitutes ‘hate’ is
furthermore deeply unlikely.

LOCKDOWNS & NESTLING RADICALS
Factors such as unemployment, frustration, and distrust of government have
contributed to mass unrest in the form of protests and rioting. The disruption
will have effects on reintegration, off-ramp opportunities, and youth engagement
programmes e.g. sports.
Not only external links and activities have been disrupted (unless people join protest
marches), but duration and intensity of exposure to online content has risen
for most populations. Social media and video games are evolving to be the main
pathways to extremist group membership, indoctrination, and coordination.
Social isolation pre-Covid was already a risk factor for radicalisation. The absence
of physical contact, economic crisis, uncertainty, and anti-authority attitudes are
likely to tilt more demographics towards intense ideological affiliations and violent
action. Youth are likely to continue to be disproportionately affected on account of
their media consumption patterns, psychology, and search for justice, meaning,
and status.

Hoffman & Ware, 2020

POINTS TO CONSIDER:

“Isolation may exacerbate
grievances that make people
more vulnerable to radicalization
— such as social alienation . . .

• I ntelligence sharing amidst political tensions and across the ungoverned
internet

The extremists know this”
Lane, 2020

• Efficacy of a censorship-based approach
• Even lower age of new recruits and kinetic participants – remove youth as
a ‘mitigating circumstance’ in sentencing?
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